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est neighbor micro-cubic poles one by one. The collapse
of partial micro-cubic poles led to the lower efficiency
of MIMICSES. After changing the solvent or improving the swelling degree of the stamp by montmorillonite
[5], MIMICSES will have potential application in microfabrication technology.

FIG. 3 The sketch of MIMIC using swollen stamp.

SES depends on both the added amount of polymer
solution and the drying process.

FIG. 5 Possible mechanism of irregular deformation in
micro-pattern using swollen stamp.
IV. CONCLUSION
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FIG. 4 Micro-patterns of produced PS resulting from some
irregular deformation in MIMIC using swollen stamp.

B. Shrinkage of swollen elastomeric stamp

Some distorting micro-patterns could be observed in
the area with micro-pattern, particularly in the region
near the edge which is shown in Fig.4. Obviously it resulted from the difference of stamp shrinkage for varying acetone evaporation rates in different places. The
mechanism could be analyzed as the following steps
(Fig.5): The inhomogeneous pressure on the swollen
PDMS stamp resulted in varying thickness in the layer
of PS solution under the PDMS stamp. This should
be avoided but doing so is hard to realize at present.
Where the PS liquid layer is thinner, sunken microcubic poles formed between the PDMS stamp and the
substrate glass,and they could not get any additional
solution supply because the PDMS stamp was in tight
contact with the substrate glass and formed a closed
space, which resulted in the shrinkage of PDMS and
negative pressure in the sunken micro-cubic poles. The
negative pressure in the sunken dot brought on collapse
of the micro-square, followed by the collapse of the nearISSN 1003-7713/DOI:10.1360/cjcp2006.19(6).527.3

In this work, a new MIMIC technique, called “micromolding in capillaries by swollen elastomeric stamp”
(MIMICSES) was introduced. In MIMICSES the polymer micro-patterns can be controlled by changing the
amount of polymer solution. At the same time, the external pressure can induce the forming of some regular
micro-patterns in MIMICSES. The MIMICSES method
offers a new technique of polymer micro-patterning and
needs to be developed further in subsequent research.
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